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Maths

Focus on your target times tables.
By the end of Year 2, all children are
expected to know all of their multiplication
and division facts including the 2, 5 and 10
times tables.
We will be having practice tests to see if
you can recall them.
Show at least three examples of where
you have practised your times tables
during the Autumn term.

Theme: Exciting Egypt!

English

KLP/Research

Art/Creative

Research 10 facts about Egypt.

Design and create your own Egyptian
necklace.

Reading is very important in Year 2. It is
important to take part in daily reading.
Remember to make a comment in your
diary! These will be checked on a daily
basis.
Work on your fluency. How many words can
you read in a minute? Expected for a Year
2 child is between 70-120 words a minute.
Work on your reading and comprehension
skills.

Term: Autumn 1

Can you find out what they were made
from?

Create a poster about the location of
Egypt. Remember to include information
about the surrounding countries and
oceans.

Write a short story about an ‘exciting trip
to Egypt’. Where will you go? What will you
see? Who will you meet?
Who will you go with? How will you get
there?

Research Egyptian writing ‘hieroglyphics’.
Can you write your name?

Imagine you are here. Describe this
picture using adjectives and your 5 senses.

Can you write key facts about
Tutankhamun?

Create an Egyptian scene – be as creative
as you can. You can use paint, collage,
pastels, or other printing techniques. You
can even place a picture of yourself in
Egypt.

Record three examples of when you use
Maths in everyday life.
These can be recorded in different ways,
for example, using photos or written
sentences about how you used Maths.
(For example, using money at the shops or
telling the time for different events in the
day).

Draw a portrait of Tutankhamun.

